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Light emitters based on the semiconductor alloy aluminium gallium nitride ((Al,Ga)N) have
gained significant attention in recent years due to their potential for a wide range of applications
in the ultraviolet (UV) spectral window. However, current state-of-the-art (Al,Ga)N light emitters
exhibit very low internal quantum efficiencies (IQEs). Therefore, understanding the fundamental
electronic and optical properties of (Al,Ga)N-based quantum wells is key to improving the IQE.
Here, we target the electronic and optical properties of c-plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN quantum wells
by means of an empirical atomistic tight-binding model. Special attention is paid to the impact of
random alloy fluctuations on the results as well as the aluminium content x in the well. We find that
across the studied Al content range (from 10% to 75% Al) strong hole wave function localization
effects are observed. Additionally, with increasing Al content, electron wave functions start also
to exhibit carrier localization features. Overall, our investigations on the electronic structure of
c-plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN quantum wells reveal that already random alloy fluctuations are sufficient
to lead to (strong) carrier localization effects. Furthermore, our results indicate that random alloy
fluctuations impact the degree of optical polarization in c-plane AlxGa1−xN quantum wells. We
find that the switching from transverse electric to transverse magnetic light polarization occurs
at higher Al contents in the atomistic calculation, which accounts for random alloy fluctuations,
when compared to the outcome of widely used virtual crystal approximations. This observation is
important for light extraction efficiencies in (Al,Ga)N-based light emitting diodes operating in the
deep UV.

I. INTRODUCTION

Alloy disorder induced carrier localization effects in
semiconductor materials have been a topic of extensive
research for several decades [1, 2]. In the field of nitride-
based semiconductor heterostructures it has gained sig-
nificant momentum in recent years, due to the impor-
tance of such effects for the electronic and optical prop-
erties of ’classical’ (e.g. light emitting diodes (LEDs))
and non-classical light sources (e.g. entangled photon
emitters) [3–7]. It has been shown, both in experiment
and theory, that the semiconductor alloy indium gallium
nitride ((In,Ga)N) is particularly prone to alloy induced
carrier localization effects. Such carrier localization ef-
fects are key to explaining for instance the defect insen-
sitivity and thus the high efficiency of (In,Ga)N-based
LEDs operating in the blue to violet spectral range [8].
Here, it is widely accepted that alloy fluctuations localize
carriers and thus keep them away from defects, which can
act as non-radiative recombination centres [8]. Recently,
the III-N alloy aluminium gallium nitride ((Al,Ga)N) has
attracted considerable attention due to its potential for
a wide range of applications in the ultraviolet (UV) spec-
tral region [9, 10]. Thanks to their ultra-wide-band gaps,
(Al,Ga)N alloys and quantum wells (QWs) with high Al
contents are particularly attractive for deep UV appli-
cations such as water purification or sterilisation proce-
dures [9, 10].

∗ robert.finn@tyndall.ie

Experimental studies on (Al,Ga)N QWs give clear in-
dications of strong carrier localization effects in these sys-
tems, e.g. shown by an ”S-shaped” temperature depen-
dence of the photoluminescence (PL) peak position [11]
or the very large full width at half maximum (FWHM)
PL linewidth [12].

Theoretical studies focusing on the impact of alloy
fluctuations on carrier localization effects in (Al,Ga)N
QW systems are sparse. Recent calculations using mod-
ified continuum-based (single-band effective mass) de-
scriptions have targeted pure GaN wells with (Al,Ga)N
barriers, thus neglecting any alloy fluctuations inside the
well [13]. In the continuum-based studies of Rudin-
sky and Karpov [14] it is assumed that hole states are
strongly localized but electron states are delocalized. It
is important to note that in Ref. 14 the carrier local-
ization characteristics are an input to the model. There
exists currently no atomistic theoretical calculation that
investigates the impact of alloy fluctuations on the elec-
tronic and optical properties of (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs.

We close this gap here by employing an empirical atom-
istic tight-binding (TB) model that accounts for alloy
fluctuations on a microscopic level. This approach has al-
ready been benchmarked against experimental results for
bulk (Al,Ga)N systems showing, for instance, good agree-
ment in the band gap energy as a function of the alloy
content [15]. Equipped with this model, our calculations
on (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs reveal that alloy fluctuations lead
to strong hole wave function localization effects, indepen-
dent of the here studied Al contents, namely 10%, 25%,
50% and 75%. Our theoretical studies also give indica-
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tions of electron localization effects due to alloy fluctu-
ations at higher Al-contents (e.g. ≥ 50%). In (In,Ga)N
systems, electron wave-functions are mainly localized by
well width fluctuations, and to a lesser extent by alloy
fluctuations [16]. We attribute this fundamental differ-
ence between (Al,Ga)N and (In,Ga)N alloys to differences
in, for instance, the conduction band effective masses of
InN, GaN and AlN, as we will discuss in more detail be-
low. These electron localization effects, along with local-
ization effects introduced by well width fluctuations (see
Ref. [13]) may now also explain the experimental obser-
vation that carrier localization effects in (Al,Ga)N/AlN
QWs can be even stronger when compared to (In,Ga)N
systems [11]. Furthermore, our theoretical studies indi-
cate that when considering alloy fluctuations in the cal-
culations, the cross-over from transverse electric (TE) to
transverse magnetic (TM) polarization occurs at higher
Al contents when compared to the outcome of a virtual
crystal approximation (VCA) that neglects alloy fluc-
tuations. Thus, while alloy fluctuations may be detri-
mental for the electron and hole wave function overlap,
they can be beneficial for the light extraction efficiency
(LEE) in deep UV light emitters, since the LEE in such
emitters suffers from TM rather than TE polarized emis-
sion [9, 17–19].
The paper is organized as follows: we describe in Sec. II

the theoretical framework along with information on the
QW model systems. The results of our study are pre-
sented in Sec. III. A summary and conclusion is given in
Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In this section we describe the microscopic theoreti-
cal framework used to study the electronic and optical
properties of (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs. In Sec. II A we dis-
cuss briefly the TB model, the valence force field (VFF)
method and the local polarization theory employed here.
Subsequently, in Sec. II B, the QW model systems as well
as some general results on how alloy fluctuations affect
strain and polarization fields in (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs are
presented.

A. Tight-binding model, valence force field model

and local polarization theory

In order to capture the impact of alloy fluctuations
on the electronic and optical properties of III-N-based
heterostructures, an electronic structure model with an
atomistic resolution is ideally suited. However, the su-
percell size, i.e. the number of atoms involved, required
to describe (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs of realistic size and to
capture carrier localization effects on an atomistic level
is beyond the reach of standard density functional theory
(DFT). To be able to (i) treat alloy fluctuations on an
atomistic level and (ii) a large number of atoms, we em-

ploy here an empirical nearest neighbour sp3 TB model.
The employed model (including strain and polarization
fields) has already been used to investigate the electronic
structure of bulk (Al,Ga)N systems [15] and builds on
the model described in Ref. 20 for (In,Ga)N systems. In
the following we will only briefly discuss the main ingredi-
ents of the simulation framework, and e.g. summarize TB
model, VFF model and local polarization theory. More
details can be found in Refs. 15, 20, and 21.

1. TB model

The TB parameters for the binary materials AlN and
GaN are determined by fitting the respective sp3 TB
band structures to data obtained from hybrid-functional
DFT calculations [15, 21, 22]. To obtain the TB param-
eters for (Al,Ga)N alloys, we proceed as follows. For the
cations, (Al, Ga), the nearest neighbour environment al-
ways consists of nitrogen (N) atoms in the alloy. In this
case, the TB parameters (onsite and hopping matrix el-
ements) from the binaries are used. For N atoms, one
is left with a varying number of Al and Ga atoms as
nearest neighbors. For the on-site TB parameters, we
use a weighted average (depending on the number of Al
and Ga nearest neighbor atoms) of the binary AlN and
GaN materials; for the hopping matrix elements values
from the binary material are used. Overall, the employed
procedure is a widely used approximation in the litera-
ture [23–25].
Given the differences in the lattice constants of

wurtzite GaN and AlN (approximately 2.4% for the a
lattice constant), (local) strain effects have to be taken
into account. These effects are included in the TB Hamil-
tonian via the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian [26, 27] as on-site
corrections to the s- and p-orbital energies. The deforma-
tion potentials required in the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian are
taken again from hybrid functional DFT calculations [28].
Finally, wurtzite GaN and AlN exhibit spontaneous

and piezoelectric polarization vector fields [29]; here both
macroscopic and (local) microscopic built-in polarization
fields have to be taken into account to obtain an accu-
rate description of the electronic and optical properties
of (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs. To do so, we include the (local)
built-in potential as a site-diagonal correction in the TB
Hamiltonian, inline with Refs. 30 and 31.
Having discussed how to include strain and polariza-

tion fields in the TB Hamiltonian, we describe in the
following how to calculate these contributions in systems
with a large number of atoms while still keeping an atom-
istic resolutions. We start with the strain field before
turning to the built-in polarization fields.

2. Valence force field model

In order to describe (local) strain effects on an atom-
istic level in (Al,Ga)N alloys, but ultimately c-plane
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(Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs, we apply the VFF model described
in Refs. 20 and 21. This model accounts for bond bend-
ing, bond stretching, and cross terms but also Coulomb
effects. The latter is for instance required to obtain a
good description of the c/a ratio in wurtzite III-N sys-
tems. Overall, the required VFF parameters are obtained
in the case of the binary materials by fitting to the lat-
tice constants and the elastic tensor components from
DFT calculations [21, 32]. Similarly to the TB param-
eters, averages of the VFF parameters are used in the
alloy case. Strain field results for (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs
obtained within this framework are discussed in more de-
tail in Sec. II B. Given the large number of atoms involved
in describing the strain field in a QW system, a numer-
ically efficient routine is required to minimize the VFF
elastic energy. To achieve this, the VFF model has been
implemented using the software package lammps [33].

3. Local polarization theory

As already mentioned above, due to the symmetry of
the underlying crystal structure, wurtzite AlN and GaN
possess both spontaneous and strain dependent piezo-
electric polarization vector fields [29]. In the following
we distinguish between microscopic and macroscopic ef-
fects. We classify macroscopic effects as mainly those
contributions that are also found in standard continuum-
based models (e.g. k ·p methods) where the electrostatic
built-in field mainly arises from a discontinuity in the po-
larization vector field at the interfaces of a heterostruc-
ture, e.g. at the interface between a c-plane (Al,Ga)N
QW and an AlN barrier. However, when dealing with
an (Al,Ga)N alloy in a QW, one is also left with local
strain field fluctuations due to local alloy fluctuations.
These local ’deformations’ of the lattice result, for in-
stance, in local piezoelectric polarization field fluctua-
tions. To take both macroscopic and microscopic polar-
ization field contributions into account, we employ the
local polarization theory introduced in Ref. [21]; the re-
quired material parameters for the AlN and GaN are also
given in Ref. [21]. We will discuss the polarization fields
in c-plane (Al,Ga)N/GaN QWs, obtained from our local
polarization theory, in more detail below.

B. Model quantum well system

Equipped with the information about the theoretical
model, we describe in the following the QW model struc-
tures it is applied to. Given the microscopic resolution of
our framework, we use supercells (with periodic bound-
ary conditions) that contain 81,920 atoms, corresponding
to a cell with the dimension of approximately 10 nm ×

9 nm × 10 nm, in our calculations of the electronic and
optical properties of c-plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN QW sys-
tems. In general, we start from a cell of pure AlN (so all
atoms in the cell are either Al or N). In a second step, Al

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the supercell underlying the
atomistic tight-binding calculations of the electronic and opti-
cal properties of c-plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN quantum wells. In
the region indicated by ’AlGaN’, we assume a random distri-
bution of Al (green) and Ga (red) atoms.

atoms are replaced by Ga atoms in a specified sub-region
of the cell which defines the well (between specified z-
coordinates of the cell). The number of Al atoms replac-
ing Ga atoms is determined by the Al/Ga content in the
well. Here, no preferential positioning or clustering is as-
sumed, building on findings from (In,Ga)N systems [34].
A schematic illustration of the simulation cell, including
random alloy fluctuations, is given in Fig. 1.

Once the (different) atoms are placed on this wurtzite
lattice, again reflecting the targeted alloy content, the
elastic (VFF) energy of the system is minimised. To do
so, internal degrees of freedom for each atom are ‘opti-
mised’ while the simulation cell is only allowed to ex-
pand or contract along the z-axis (c-axis), thus assuming
here pseudomorphic growth on AlN. After the equilib-
rium structure is obtained, the underlying atom coordi-
nates can be used for the calculation of the (local) polar-
ization fields and ultimately the TB model.

Below we investigate systems with Al contents of 10%,
25%, 50% and 75%. The chosen alloy contents allow us
to cover the range experimentally relevant for developing
emitters spanning from the UV-A all the way into the
deep UV-C spectral region. We note that in the present
study we always select the same number of atomic planes
in which Al atoms are replaced by Ga atoms. As a con-
sequence, after relaxing the atomic positions, and espe-
cially for different Al contents, the well width between the
different calculations may be slightly different. However,
overall the QW width of the different systems studied is
approximately 2.9 nm.
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FIG. 2. Strain tensor components ǫxx, ǫyy and ǫzz for a
linescan along the z-axis (c-axis) of the simulation cell for
an Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN quantum well. Data averaged over the
simulation cell is shown in (a) while (b) shows an individual
linescan.

Using the approach discussed in Ref. [35, 36], Fig. 2
displays the diagonal components of the strain tensor,
ǫxx, ǫyy and ǫzz, for a linescan along the c-axis of a
c-plane Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN QW. The data in Fig. 2 (a)
are averaged over the supercell and reveal a behavior ex-
pected from a continuum-based description of a c-plane
(Al,Ga)N/AlN QW [37]: (i) there is no strain in the AlN
barriers, (ii) due to the symmetry of the c-plane and the
in-plane lattice mismtach between AlN and Al0.5Ga0.5N,
to a first approximation ǫxx ≈ ǫyy ≈ -1.2% and (iii)
ǫzz > 0. While Fig. 2 (a) shows in general a similar
strain profile as can be expected from a continuum-based
model, the figure reveals also differences, namely that
even the averaged data show some fluctuations. This
stems from the fact that the strain fluctuates locally, due
to local fluctuations in Al and Ga atoms. Figure 1 (b)
displays this clearly. Here the strain tensor components
ǫii are shown for a single linescan along the c-axis. In
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FIG. 3. Contour plot of the polarization potential φp arising
from spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization for an arbi-
trarily chosen x-z-plane in a c-plane Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN quan-
tum well.

this case, ǫxx differs from ǫyy as well as ǫzz; all these
components may even change sign. Such a feature is
not captured in ”standard” continuum-based models or
a virtual crystal approximation (VCA) of an alloy.

As already mentioned above, the overall strain pro-
file, but also the (local) fluctuations, will give rise to (lo-
cal) polarization fields. This situation is visible in Fig. 3
which depicts a contourplot of the electrostatic built-in
potential φp arising from spontaneous and piezoelectric
polarization in a c-plane Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN QW. The lo-
cal fluctuations in the built-in potential are reflected for
instance in the situation that the countour lines within
the QW are not parallel; parallel contourlines are usu-
ally expected from continuum-based calculations of po-
larization fields in III-N QW structures, justifying the
1-D calculations widely employed for these systems.

The analysis above already reveals that local alloy fluc-
tuations noticeably affect strain fields and built-in po-
tentials. Thus, these effects may significantly impact
the electronic and ultimately the optical properties of
(Al,Ga)N QWs. To gain insight into these questions, 20
different random alloy configurations have been gener-
ated for each Al content (10%, 25%, 50% and 75%) in
the well, and the influence of the alloy microstructure on
the results will be discussed in more detail below.

III. RESULTS

In the following section, Sec. III A, we start with some
general considerations of wurtzite III-N materials and fo-
cus on differences between InN, GaN and AlN and how
those differences may affect alloy-induced carrier localiza-
tion effects. In Sec III B we discuss the electronic struc-
ture before turning to optical properties in Sec. III C and
specifically to the degree of optical polarization.
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A. General considerations

Before presenting our results on the electronic and op-
tical properties of c-plane (Al,Ga)N QWs, we discuss
fundamental properties of AlN, GaN and InN systems
first. This information will allow us to understand simi-
larities and differences between (Al,Ga)N and (In,Ga)N-
based heterostructures. In the experimental studies by
Frankerl et al. [38] it is discussed that the atomic radius
of an Al atom, in contrast to an In atom, is very similar
to a Ga atom. So at first glance, replacing an Al atom
with a Ga atom should perturb the local “energy land-
scape” to a lesser extent in an (Al,Ga)N alloy than when
replacing Ga by In atoms as in an (In,Ga)N alloy. How-
ever, and in addition to this observation, several further
factors are important when examining the impact of alloy
disorder on the electronic structure. Firstly, even though
the lattice mismatch in an (Al,Ga)N alloy is smaller in
comparison to (In,Ga)N, the local strain effects seen in
Fig. 2 (b) can still lead to noticeable fluctuations in the
polarization potential, and thus the local quantum con-
finement. In turn this may lead to carrier localization
effects.

Furthermore, the energy gap difference between AlN
and GaN (∆EAlN,GaN

g = EAlN
g − EGaN

g ≈ 2.5 eV) is

comparable to that of GaN and InN (∆EInN,GaN
g =

EGaN
g −EInN

g ≈ 2.8) [39]; thus locally high Ga or Al con-
tents in an (Al,Ga)N alloy may lead to significant changes
in the local band gap values. Moreover, differences in the
electronegtivities for Al and Ga atoms (on Pauling scale
χAl
p = 1.61; χGa

p = 1.81) are larger when comparing this

to Ga and In atoms (on Pauling scale χIn
p = 1.78) [40]. In

alloys such as GaAsN, it has been shown that a contrast
in electronegativity can lead to strong carrier localization
effects and band gap changes [41]. Thus taking all this
together, and even though the atomic radii may not be
too different between Al and Ga atoms, the above fac-
tors are indicative of strong carrier localization effects in
(Al,Ga)N.

Such an ’expectation’ is further supported by the fact
that in general the effective masses of the holes and the
electrons in both AlN and GaN are close to, or even
higher, when compared to InN [27, 39]. Similar to an
(In,Ga)N QW system, strong localization effects for holes
can be expected in (Al,Ga)N wells, given the high and
similar effective hole masses in both systems. However,
the situation for electrons in (Al,Ga)N alloys may be dif-
ferent to (In,Ga)N since the conduction band effective
mass in GaN and AlN is a factor of order 3 larger when

compared to InN (m
AlN,‖
e = 0.322, mAlN,⊥

e = 0.329;

m
GaN,‖
e = 0.186, mGaN,⊥

e = 0.209 and m
InN,‖
e = 0.065,

mInN,⊥
e = 0.068) [39, 42–44]. Based on this one may

expect a stronger impact of alloy and well width fluctu-
ations on the electron wave function in (Al,Ga)N QWs
in comparison to (In,Ga)N systems. This may especially
be the case for systems with 50% Al and 50% Ga con-
tents, where smaller local regions of ’pure’ GaN may be
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FIG. 4. Relative ground state transition energy
∆Eg(n) = Eg(n)− Eavg

g in c-plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN QWs for
different microscopic alloy configurations n; more details are
given in the main text. The data are shown for Al contents
of 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% in the well.

surrounded by ’pure’ AlN, which can generate a local
GaN/AlN quantum dot.
All this will contribute to the experimental observa-

tions that carrier localization effects seem to be more
pronounced in (Al,Ga)N/AlN wells when compared to
(In,Ga)N QW systems, especially for structures close
to the 50% Al and 50% Ga case, as discussed in
Refs. [11, 12, 38]. However, it is important to stress that a
one-to-one comparison between (Al,Ga)N and (In,Ga)N
QWs is difficult, since high quality (In,Ga)N wells with
50% In content can basically not being realised in exper-
iment.

B. Single-particle energies and states

We start our atomistic TB analysis of the elec-
tronic and optical properties of c-plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN
QWs, with Al contents ranging from 10% up to
75%, by looking at the average ground state energy,

Eavg
g = 1

N

∑N

n Eg(n) =
1
N

∑N

n Ee
GS(n)− Eh

GS(n) of the
N = 20 considered random alloy configurations per Al
content. Here, Ee

GS(n) and E
h
GS(n) are the electron and

hole ground state energy of a given alloy configuration
n, respectively; note that the hole ground state energy
corresponds to the valence ”band” edge energy in the
conduction valence band picture. For Eavg

g we find on an
absolute scale values of 2.40 ±0.015 eV, 2.89 ±0.024 eV,
3.85 ±0.026 eV and 4.97 ±0.023 eV for 10%, 25%, 50%
and 75% Al in the well, respectively. Thus, our calcula-
tions reveal the expected behavior that with increasing
Al composition in the well, Eavg

g increases. Our values
predicted for (Al,Ga)N/AlN QW systems on the high
and low end of the studied Al contents are in good agree-
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FIG. 5. Relative electron ground state energy
∆Ee

GS(n) = Ee
GS(n)− E

e,avg
GS in c-plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN

QWs for different microscopic configurations n; more details
are given in the main text. The data are shown for Al
contents of 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% in the well.

ment with literature experimental data [45–47]. How-
ever, transition energies reported in Refs. [12, 48] for
wells with approximately 50% Al content, appear to have
larger PL peak energies than the transition energy values
calculated here. Differences may stem from well width
fluctuations or screening of the internal built-in fields, to
name only two potential sources. Further investigations
into these aspects are required but are beyond the scope
of this study, which focuses on the impact of random al-
loy fluctuations on the electronic and optical properties
of c-plane (Al,Ga)N QWs.

We note that the experimental investigations in
Refs. 12, 46, and 47 all showed broad PL spectra. A sim-
ilar situation has been observed in (In,Ga)N/GaN QW
systems, where the broadening of the PL spectrum is usu-
ally attributed to alloy fluctuations and connected car-
rier localization effects [49]. To study the impact of alloy
fluctuations on the electronic and optical properties of c-
plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN QWs within our atomistic model,
we look at the relative ground state transition energy
∆Eg(n) = Eg(n)− Eavg

g . Thus we are analyzing by how
much an individual configuration deviates from the aver-
age. The results of this analysis are displayed in Fig. 4 for
the different alloy configurations and Al contents stud-
ied. One can infer from this figure that independent of
the Al content, noticeable fluctuations in ∆Eg(n) even at
low Al contents of 10% are observed. Thus this finding is
consistent with the experimental observation of broad PL
spectra in (Al,Ga)N/AlN QW systems [12, 47, 50]. More-
over, and in line with our general considerations above,
at 50% and 75% we find several extremely large devia-
tions from the average transition energy and thus large
∆Eg(n) values (reaching values of ≈ ± 60 meV).

This leaves the question of whether these fluctuations
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FIG. 6. Relative hole ground state energy
∆Eh

GS(n) = Eh
GS(n)− E

h,avg
GS in c-plane AlxGa1−xN/AlN

QWs for different microscopic configurations n; more details
are given in the main text. The data are shown for Al
contents of 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% in the well.

stem mainly from variations in hole, Eh
GS, or electron,

Ee
GS, ground state energies. To shed light onto this

question, we proceed with a similar approach as for the
transition energies and calculate the relative variation

∆Eλ
GS = Eλ

GS(n) − Eλ,avg
GS of the ground state energies.

Here λ denotes electrons (λ = e) and holes (λ = h),
respectively.
We start here with the electrons. Figure 5 shows

∆Eλ
GS(n) for the different random alloy configurations

n. Again the data are displayed for Al contents of 10%,
25%, 50% and 75% in the well. For the Al contents be-
low 50%, ∆Ee

GS(n) scatters between a maximum of ±10
meV. However, at higher Al content (≥ 50%) noticeably
larger ∆Ee

GS(n) values are observed. Based on our dis-
cussion in Sec III A, one could expect that the electron
wave functions are more strongly affected by alloy fluc-
tuations at higher Al contents, due to local confinement
effects.
The data for holes are shown in Fig. 6. In compari-

son to the electrons, see Fig. 5, the holes exhibit much
larger fluctuations in ∆Eh

GS(n) as a function of the alloy
configuration number n. Thus, one can conclude that
especially for lower Al contents, the spread in the tran-
sition energies arises to a large extent from variations in
the hole ground state energies.
Overall, the finding that the alloy microstructure has

a stronger impact on the hole ground state energy is sim-
ilar to (In,Ga)N systems [50]. We attributed this here to
the fact that holes have a larger effective mass then elec-
trons (even though the electron effective mass is increased
in (Al,Ga)N when compared to (In,Ga)N) and can thus
be localized in smaller regions with higher Ga contents.
Having discussed ground state energies, in a next step
we focus on wave function localization characteristics.
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FIG. 7. Isosurface plots of the electron (red) and hole (blue) ground state charge densities for c-plane (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs with
(a) 10%, (b) 25%, (c) 50% and (d) 75% Al content. The light and dark surfaces correspond to 10% and 50% of the maximum
values, respectively. The charge densities are shown for a top-view (down the c-axis). The dashed lines are used to indicate
the supercell boundaries.

Figure 7 displays isosurface plots of the electron (red)
and hole (blue) ground state charge densities of selected
alloy configurations for (a) 10%, (b) 25%, (c) 50% and (d)
75% Al contents. For 10% Al we have chosen configura-
tion (Config.) 5 which gives a noticeable deviation from
the average ground state transition energy (see Fig. 4);
this will give insight in how, even at lower Al contents,
wave function localization effects can play a role. For
25% Al we have chosen Config. 3 and for 50% Al Config.
2. These configurations are close to the respective av-
erage transition energies (see Fig. 4) and will shed light
on wave function localization effects in an ’average’ con-
figuration. Finally, for 75% Al we have chosen Config.
18 in which both hole and electron ground state energies
deviate noticeably from the average values (see Figs. 5
and 6). We note that Fig. 7 displays top-views of the
charge density, thus looking down the c-axis (z-axis) of
our simulation cell; the wave functions are spatially sep-
arated along the growth direction due to the presence of
the electrostatic built-in field, which is not visible in the
top-view. The light and dark isosurfaces correspond to
10% and 50% of the respective maximum charge density
values.

Looking at the QW system with 10% Al first, Fig. 7
(a), one observes hole localization effects, whereas the
electron wave function is more delocalized, thus more
evenly distributed over the QW plane. We note that
well width fluctuations or alloy fluctuations in the bar-
rier material may introduce additional localization cen-
tres for electron wave functions [13]. In terms of the
carrier localization features, the here found situation is
similar to (In,Ga)N/GaN systems [16]. However, one
needs to be careful with this comparisons. The stud-
ied Al0.1Ga0.9N/AlN well contains 90% of the low band
gap material. A high equality (In,Ga)N/GaN QW with
such as high composition of the low band gap material
(InN) cannot be grown. Moving on to the QW with 25%
Al, from Fig. 7 (b) one can infer that the hole is still

strongly localized. However, the electron wave function
is more noticeably affected by the alloy fluctuations in
comparison to the 10% Al case (see Fig. 7 (a)). This
effect is even more pronounced in the 50% Al case, see
Fig. 7 (c). We note that for the 50% Al case, we have
chosen a configuration close to the average transition en-
ergy. Thus the observed electron and hole localization
features are not an ’outlier’ or an extreme configuration.
We find in 11 out of the 20 configurations considered a
very similar behavior to the situation depicted in Fig. 7
(c). The remaining 9 configurations exhibit a more de-
localized electron charge density similar to the QW with
25% Al as shown in Fig. 7 (b). Turning in the last step
towards the QW system with 75% Al, Fig. 7 (d) clearly
shows that random alloy fluctuations can be sufficient to
introduce localization effects for both hole and electron
charge densities. The feature of strong electron wave
function localization, introduced purely by alloy fluctua-
tions and not well width fluctuations, is usually not found
in (In,Ga)N/GaN QWs [16]. However, we highlight that
for the chosen configuration both the electron and hole
ground state energies deviate noticeably from the respec-
tive average values. Thus, the localization effect for the
electrons is not seen in all configurations. In fact we ob-
serve this strong impact of the alloy fluctuations on the
electron wave function in approximately 8 out of the 20
different alloy configurations. With the other configu-
rations looking more akin to the 50% sample in Fig. 7
(c).

As mentioned already above, in addition to these alloy
induced carrier localization effects, the intrinsic electro-
static built-in field in nitride-based QWs leads to the
situation that electrons and holes are spatially separated
along the growth direction. Thus, the carriers localize
on opposite well interfaces: the electrons at the upper
(AlN barrier on (Al,Ga)N well) while the holes on the
lower interface ((Al,Ga)N well on AlN barrier). This ef-
fect is often discussed in connection to the the quantum
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confined Stark effect (QCSE) [51]. Overall, this aspect is
now also important for alloy induced carrier localization
effects: given that electrons and holes localize on oppo-
site well interfaces, the alloy microstructure is different
at these interfaces. Thus, and confirmed by Figs. 7, elec-
tron and hole wave functions do not even localize at the
same in-plane position in the well, and may even be in-
dependently localized as observed in (In,Ga)N wells [49].
Therefore, and in addition to the out-of plane spatial
separation of electron and hole wave functions due to the
QCSE, which is accounted for by standard continuum-
based calculations, our calculations reveal that the car-
riers are also spatially separated in the growth plane.
Overall, all these effects can have a detrimental impact
on the radiative recombination rates.
In summary, our results show that random alloy fluctu-

ations are already sufficient to facilitate strong carrier lo-
calization effects. However, so far we only studied ground
state properties of (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs. For optoelec-
tronic devices such as LEDs, at elevated temperatures
or carrier densities, not only the ground states but also
the energetically higher/lower lying conduction/valence
states are important. Localization characteristics in such
excited states play an important role for quantities such
as recombination rates (both radiative [52, 53] and non-
radiative [54, 55]) but also the degree of optical polar-
ization (DOP) [22]. The latter aspect is of particular
importance and interest for the LEE in deep UV light
emitters [9, 19, 56]. Therefore, we turn our attention in
the following towards localization effects in excited states
(energetically higher/lower lying states).
For electrons we find that while ground states may

exhibit localization effects, excited states are more de-
localized in nature (not shown). However, for holes the
situation is different. Figure 8 displays isosurface plots of
charge densities of the 5 energetically lowest hole states
for the alloy configuration already studied in Fig. 7 (c)
of a c-plane (Al,Ga)N QW with 50% Al.
When looking at Fig. 8, it is clearly visible that not

only the hole ground state is strongly localized but also
the excited states. Also, we find that the charge densities
may localize in spatially different regions.
Thus alloy fluctuations do not only affect ground but

also the excited states. Moreover these alloy fluctua-
tion induced localization features are also expected to
impact the band or orbital character mixing in these ex-
cited states. As a consequence the DOP, ρ, can also be
affected by these effects. We study this question, given
its importance for the LEE in (Al,Ga)N-based deep UV
light emitters, in more detail in the following section.

C. Degree of optical polarization

As already discussed above, (Al,Ga)N based deep UV-
emitters suffer from low LEE [9]. A significant factor
contributing to this issue stems from the polarization of
the emitted light, which is tightly linked to fundamental

FIG. 8. Isosurface plots of the charge densities of the five
energetically lowest hole states (ψh

0 to ψh
4 ) in a c-plane

(Al,Ga)N/AlN quantum well with 50% Al content. The same
alloy configuration as in Fig. 7 (c) is chosen here. The light
and dark isosurfaces correspond to 10% and 50% of the re-
spective maximum charge density values.

differences in the electronic band structures of AlN and
GaN [22, 27, 57]. Of considerable interest here is the
magnitude and sign of the crystal field splitting energy,
∆cf, which in the absence of spin-orbit coupling can be
defined as the energy difference between the two topmost
non-degenerate valence bands at k = 0. For GaN, values
of +9 to +38 meV have been reported in the literature,
while for AlN much larger and negative numbers, ranging
from −169 meV up to −295 meV, are found [27, 58, 59].
This difference in the sign of ∆cf leads to a different or-
dering of the valence bands in GaN when compared to
AlN.

When neglecting the weak spin-orbit coupling, the top-
most valence band in AlN is mainly pz-like in charac-
ter [57, 60]. This means that the band is a superposition
of atomic-like pz basis states, which are oriented along
the wurtzite c-axis. As a consequence, emission processes
involving the (s-like) conduction band and this pz-like va-
lence band result in transverse magnetic (TM) polarised
light emission. Due to the opposite sign of ∆cf in GaN
when compared to AlN, the topmost valence band in GaN
is a linear combination of px- and py-like states. So in the
case of GaN, and when only the top most valence band is
involved in the light emission process, transverse electric
(TE) polarized emission is expected and observed. This
means in (Al,Ga)N alloys, and consequently (Al,Ga)N
QWs, the optical polarization characteristics of the emit-
ted light will switch from, for instance, TE to TM polar-
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ized light at a certain Al content. Since most of the
conventional (Al,Ga)N LEDs are designed to be bottom
or top emitting devices, TE polarization light emission is
essential for efficient light extraction [61, 62]. However,
for deep UV LEDs, high Al contents (e.g. > 40 %) are re-
quired to achieve the emission wavelength in the desired
UV window [63]. Consequently, to have both the desired
wavelength and efficient light extraction, the cross-over
from TE to TM should be shifted to Al contents as high
as possible.
To analyze the optical polarization switching in more

detail, we study similar to Ref. [17], the orbital char-
acter of the involved hole/valence states in our c-plane
(Al,Ga)N QWs as a function of the Al content, x, but
also temperature, T . To do so we define the temperature
dependent DOP, ρ(T ), as follows:

ρ(T ) =

∑
i f(Ei, T )(I

i
x + Iiy)−

∑
i f(Ei, T )I

i
z∑

i f(Ei, T )(Iix + Iiy) +
∑

i f(Ei, T )Iiz
. (1)

Here Iiα is the fraction of px (α = x), py (α = y) or pz
(α = z) orbital contribution in the ith QW state with the
energy Ei; f(Ei, T ) denotes the Fermi function. Using
Eq. (1), a value of ρ = 1 corresponds to TE polarized
light, while ρ = −1 indicates TM polarization.
Before looking at the DOP, we start with analyzing the

orbital contributions in the hole ground and first four ex-
cited states for a QW with 50% and 75% Al, respectively;
the data are displayed in Table I for the alloy configu-
rations for which the ground state charge densities are
depicted in Fig. 7 (c) and (d), respectively. Table I re-
veals that for an Al content of 50%, these 5 states are
dominated by px and py-like orbital contributions. Thus,
at least for lower temperatures and carrier densities, pre-
dominantly TE polarized light (ρ > 0) can be expected,
since in this case only states near the band edge (low-
est lying hole states) are being populated. We note that
due to the alloy disorder, the symmetry between px and
py-like orbitals is broken. Table I shows also that the pz-
orbital contribution in the first 5 hole states in a c-plane
(Al,Ga)N/AlN QW with 75% Al is strongly increased
and may even be the largest contribution, e.g. states ψ1,
ψ2 and ψ3. However, even in that case px and py still re-
main significant. Thus the situation for the DOP is less
clear cut in this situation and unpolarized or only weakly
polarized light may be expected (ρ ≈ 0).
To gain insight into the impact of alloy fluctuations

on the DOP, we use a VCA description of the c-plane
(Al,Ga)N QW systems studied above as reference. This
means instead of resolving the individual Ga and Al
atoms in the well, all atoms in the QW are replaced by
virtual (Al,Ga)N atoms. The required TB parameters
for each Al content x studied are determined by a linear
interpolation of the TB parameters for GaN and AlN.
Thus local fluctuations in the Al and Ga content are not
accounted for and the VCAmodel is similar to a standard
continuum-based description of an (Al,Ga)N QW.
Equipped with all this information, Figure 9 shows the

DOP, ρ, as a function of the Al content x in the well and

TABLE I. Orbital contributions (in %) of the energetically
lowest first five hole states ψ0−ψ4 of a c-plane (Al,Ga)N/AlN
well with 50% Al (upper part of table) and 75% Al. We have
chosen as an example the alloy configurations for which the
hole ground state charge densities are depicted in Fig. 7 (c)
and (d), respectively.

Al0.5Ga0.5N

ψh
0 ψh

1 ψh
2 ψh

3 ψh
4

px (%) 22.43 62.84 22.17 68.64 59.39

py (%) 76.48 35.62 76.49 28.32 38.36

pz (%) 0.95 1.38 1.19 2.79 2.06

s (%) 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.25 0.18

Al0.75Ga0.25N

ψh
0 ψh

1 ψh
2 ψh

3 ψh
4

px (%) 68.14 17.84 6.78 10.12 15.58

py (%) 8.98 30.12 19.75 19.12 48.92

pz (%) 22.59 51.66 72.97 70.30 35.12

s (%) 0.29 0.38 0.50 0.46 0.38

for two different temperatures, namely T = 10 K and
T = 300 K; a carrier density of 1 × 1018 cm−3 has been
assumed in the calculations. Given that we are dealing
here with a relatively low carrier density [12, 38], and
the fact that we are interested in a comparison between
results from VCA and calculations that resolve alloy fluc-
tuations, the impact of the screening of the built-in field
is of secondary importance for our analysis, since both
models make the same assumption. Future investigation
can target the DOP as a function of the carrier density
and thus include built-in field screening effects.

Our calculations reveal that up to 50% Al content, the
impact of random alloy fluctuations is of secondary im-
portance for the DOP, ρ, since both VCA and random al-
loy calculations indicate mainly TE polarized light emis-
sion. We note that for the 50% Al case a slightly smaller
ρ value is found in the random alloy calculations at 300
K, but the emission will still be primarily TE polarized
(ρ ≈ 1). The situation changes noticeably for 75% Al in
the well. The random alloy model predicts at a temper-
ature of T = 10 K predominantly TE polarized light but
ρ is reduced (ρ ≈ 0.43) compared to the lower Al content
systems. In contrast, the VCA model predicts mainly
TM polarized light emission with ρ ≈ −0.8. The differ-
ence can be explained as follows. At low temperatures
and lower carrier densities, states close to the band edge
are mainly being populated. In the random alloy case
these near band edge valence states are strongly local-
ized, which still have significant contributions from px-
and py-like basis states (see also discussion above). In
the case of the VCA model these alloy induced localiza-
tion effects are missing and band mixing effects can be
different.

However, for higher temperatures (T = 300 k), ρ starts
to reduce further in the random alloy case, resulting in
only ’weakly’ TE polarized light (ρ ≈ 0.18). In the VCA
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FIG. 9. Degree of optical polarization, ρ, in c-plane
AlxGa1−xN/AlN QWs as a function of the Al content x in
the well. The calculations have been performed at a fixed
carrier density of 1× 1018 cm−3. The degree of optical po-
larization has been evaluated for a low temperature (T = 10
K) and for room temperature (T = 300 K). Data are shown
for a virtual crystal approximation (VCA) and an atomistic
calculation that accounts for alloy fluctuations (RA)

.

case ρ increases, even though only slightly. Nevertheless,
VCA still predicts predominately TM polarized light.
In general, the behavior is linked to the fact that with
increasing temperature lower lying valence band states
(higher lying hole states) are being populated. In the
VCA case that can mean that the carriers populate va-
lence subbands which carry a larger fraction of px and
py-like orbital character, resulting in an increase in ρ or
a reduction in TM polarized light with increasing tem-
perature or carrier density. The opposite is true for the
random alloy case. While the localized states near the
band edge may predominantly be px and py-like in char-
acter (e.g. ψh

0 in Table I), lower lying valence states, even
if localized, may now start to contain predominantly pz-
like contributions, e.g. states ψ1, ψ2 and ψ3 in Table I
for the c-plane Al0.75Ga0.25N QW. This will reduce ρ and
thus decrease the TE character of the emitted light.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented a theoretical study
of the electronic and optical properties of c-plane
(Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs. The theoretical framework is based
on an empirical atomistic TB model that accounts for
(random) alloy fluctuations on a microscopic level, in-
cluding connected fluctuations in strain and polarization
fields. Overall, we have not only investigated the im-
pact of random alloy fluctuations on the results but also
how the electronic and optical properties change with

Al content in the well. Here, we have studied c-plane
(Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs with Al contents of 10%, 25%, 50%
and 75%. This composition range is experimentally rel-
evant for designing light emitters operating in the UV-A
to UV-C spectral range.
Our analysis reveals that across the Al content in-

vestigated, random alloy fluctuations are already suf-
ficient to lead to strong hole localization effects in c-
plane (Al,Ga)N/AlN QWs. For electrons the situation
is slightly different. At lower Al contents, e.g. 10% Al,
electron wave functions are to a first approximation de-
localized across the c-plane. However, for higher Al con-
tents, e.g. > 50%, electrons may also start to exhibit
localization features. Such a situation is usually not seen
in (In,Ga)N which we attribute to (i) that high In con-
tents (e.g. > 50%) can experimentally not be reached
and (ii) the effective electron masses in GaN and AlN
are higher when compared to InN.
Moreover, we find that alloy fluctuations can also affect

the crossover from TE to TM polarized light with increas-
ing Al content in the well. When comparing results from
calculations resolving the alloy fluctuations with the out-
come of studies performed by means of a VCA, we find
that VCA predicts a crossover from TE to TM in the Al
content range between 50% and 75%, while the random
alloy calculations still predict TE polarized light. We
have discussed that this effect is related to strongly lo-
calized hole states near the valence band edge which are
missing in the VCA case. Overall, while random alloy
fluctuation induced carrier localization effects may have
a detrimental effect on the radiative recombination rate,
since electron and hole wave functions may not only be
spatially separated along the growth directions but also
in the growth plane as our calculations show, they may
be beneficial for the degree of optical polarization. The
latter aspect is extremely important for the LEE in deep
UV light emitters.
Overall, our studies show that it is key to consider

random alloy fluctuations in the theoretical modelling of
c-plane (Al,Ga)N QWs to obtain an accurate descrip-
tion of their electronic and optical properties. The here
established model presents now an ideal starting point
to study the properties of (Al,Ga)N-based optoelectronic
devices, e.g. via our recently developed multi-scale trans-
port model [64, 65], and ultimately to tailor their proper-
ties for future UV light emitters with improved efficien-
cies.
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